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Foreword

Can one use fluorescent lamps in a cold store - or a boiler house ?

Does the stripe on the tube really matter ?

Why can't one have the best lamp colour and the highest lamp efficiency
at the same time ?

What about flicker ?

These are the sorts of questions users of fluorescent lamps, and the people
who install them, are constantly asking. These and dozens of others like
them are important questions, for the success or failure of many a lighting
scheme depends on the answers.
On the initiative of the Electric Lamp lndustry Council, whose members
are the major manufacturers of lamps in this country, we have collected
most of the answers in this publication, the second of a series of four-
Section A - Fundamentals of Light and its Production
Section B - Fluorescent Lamps
Section C - lncandescent Lamps
Section D - Discharge Lamps

A short index is provided for the convenience of anyone wishing to get
information on any particular point. The references in both text and
index are to paragraph numbers, thus (2.5), (4.33), etc. References
with prefix A are to Section A of this series.
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1 Construction and classification of hot
cathode lamps

A hot cathode fluorescent lamp consists essentially of a clear glass
tube coated internally with a phosphor (fluorescent powder) and
having an electrode sealed into each end. Since the electrodes
require to be preheated (2.5) before the lamp strikes, the ends
of each electrode are connected til suitable double contact lamp
caps, except in one case (4.33). ln the heavier culrent types such
as 80W, the electrodes may be fitted with metal extensions which
act as anodesduring one half of the A.C. cycle; in the other half
cycle the main parts of the electrodes act as cathodes. The tube is
filled with a small quantity of mercury which produces a low pres-
sure of mercury vapour, and a little argon, and operates at a low
enough temperature not to damage the phosphor.

Phosphor

cap cap.

1.1

toto

Coiled-coil or triple-coil or braided
activated electrodes

End view of
electrode

Figure 1

Essentials of the MCF/U lamp. The extensions
of the electrode shown in the end view are
fitted to the higher-current lamps to act as
anodes during one half of the AC cycle

1.2 The letter classification applied to these lamps has the following
meaning:-
All are classified MCF/U (M, mercury; C, a code letter signifying
low wattage per unit length of tube - in effect, low pressure; F,

fluorescent; /U, maV be used in any position). ln addition -A refers to an external metal stripe connected to each cap and
intended to be at earth potential.
B refers to an internal conducting strip connected to one electrode'
E refers to a water-repellent silicone coating on the outside of the
glass.
R indicates an internal reflector.
Thus MCFAR/U indicates a fluorescent tube with external metal
stlipe and internal reflbctor, for any burning position.
Unless otherwise specified, some manufacturers automatically
supply externally striped tubes, others automatically supply sili-
coned ones. ln effect, every tube from whatever major manufac-
turer is suitable in this respect for every A.C. circuit, except the
special MCFB/U type.
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Figure 2
Heated electrodes reduce the cathode fall and
enable a greater proportion of the total lamp
wattage to be used for generating light

2. Lamp design and performance

2.1 The designer of a fluorescent lamp for mains voltage operation has
to do his best to satisfy a number of requirements, obvious ones
being :-
(a) the lamp must be of satisfactorily high efficiency (lumens per

watt).
(b) it must have a light output high enough to be useful.
(c) it must give a colour of light adequate for the purpose envis-

aged.
(d) it must have a long useful life.
(e) it must be capable of being started and remain alight under

normal variations of mains voltage and in a wide variety of
atmospheric conditions.

As is usual in any design process, it is found that some of the
requirements need opposite treatment from some of the others, and
a sensible compromise between the conflicting needs has to be
found. The various requirements for the 40 watt 4 ft. lamp happen
to be more harmonious than for others and so it turned out to be
the most efficient size of lamp, leading to its very wide adoption in
the U.S.A. and Europe outside Britain, whereas for good reasons
(2.12) the 80 watt 5 ft. lamp became the standard in this country.

2.2 Suppose that there is a fluorescent tube with a plain metal electrode
at each end, and current is passing through it. If the potential at
each point along the tube is measured, starting at the anode (the
electrode connected to what is for the time being the positive pole
of the supply) it would be found that there is a more or less uniform
drop in potential along the tube until reaching a point close to the
cathode (connected to the negative pole) where it rapidly drops to
zero (Figure 2).
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2.3 As the current in all parts of the tube is the same, the drop in
potential along its length indicates that electrical power is being
used here and (if the tube is correctly designed) much of that
power will be turned into useful radiation. But the potential fall
near the cathode (the "cathode fall") produces little more than
heat and is useless for light production.

2.4 With any given kind of cathode, the longer the lamp is made the
greater the proportion of the total voltage which is taken up in the
body of the tube to produce light, and the smaller the proportion
taken up in the cathode fall which is useless. ln other words, long
lamps tend to be more efficient than short ones, though naturally
there are practical limits to the length. For one thing, the lamp must
not be so long that mains voltage will not work it, and for another,
lamps have to be handled in installation and transit - they may
even have to be manoeuvred through revolving doors.

2.5 lt is found that if plain metal electrodes are replaced by others of
more complicated shape which can carry a coating of electron-
emitting material and if they are made hot and kept hot, the
cathode fall is greatly reduced, and thereby lamp efficiency is con-
siderably increased. Furthermore, longer lamps now become work-
able on mains voltage.

2.6 lf other conditions are kept constant but the mercury vapour pres-
sure in the tube is gradually raised from zero, the efficiency of
generation of ultra violet at wavelength 253.7 nm* (the all-import-
ant radiation for stimulating the phosphor) rises to a peak value
but thereafter falls because an increasing amount of the radiation
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of wavelengths in place of the Angstrom unit
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becomes re-absorbed by the vapour. it is found that a mercury
vapour pressure of about ffi atmosphere is the optimum value,
and the tube temperature must therefore be controlled so as to
give approximately this pressure (Figure 3).
The steady temperature attained by the lamp when alight will
depend on the watts input (which causes heating) and the surface
area of the tube from which the heat is radiated or convected.
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Figure 3
As mercury vapour pressure is increased
the efficiency of generation of ultra-violet
increases to a maximum, then falls owing to
re-absorption of the radiation by the vapour

Figure 4
Considerations of eff iciency require the current
density in a fluorescent tube to be low, yet
it must be high enough to give a useful lamp
wattage

2.7 Other things being equal, the efficiency of generation of ultra-
violet at wavelength 253.7 nm is highest when the current density
in the tube (amps. per sq. cm.) is very low. But if the tube is of
reasonably small cross section, Iow current density means that the
total tube current is low, and therefore the power (watts) taken by
the tube is low. ln that case, however efficiently U.V. is generated
there will not be very much of it and the lamp cannot give very
much lighr (Figure 4).

2,8 Thus it will be appreciated that tube length and diameter, tube
temperature, tube watts, vapour pressure, efficiency and light out-
put are all interconnected in some way, and the lamp designer
must decide how much of one thing he can afford to sacrifice if
he needs to obtain more of another. The final design is, of course,
the result of many compromises between practical considerations
and the factors outlined above.

2.9 As explained in (2.5) the lamp electrodes must be hot and must
also have a coating of material which liberates electrons freely,
such as barium oxide. Originally each fluorescent lamp electrode
was made inthe form of a coiled-coil (2.17) of tungsten wire,
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designed to attain operating temperature when 10 volts were
applied across it as during the starting operation in switch-start and
starterless circu its. (4.6-4.1 2).
Besides heating the electrode, this applied voltage has another
beneficial effect provided that the electrode is still in a healthy
condition. lt is sufficient to ionise the vapour in the vicinity of
the electrode and so make the striking of the main discharge to
the opposite electrode easier.
The white glow which can often be seen at the lamp ends imme-
diately before the lamp lights up is an indication that this local
ionisation is taking place.

2.10 ll mercury vapour were the only content of the tube, the ionic
bombardment caused by the main discharge would rapidly disinte-
grate the electrodes. A small quantity of argon is therefore added
to act as a buffer and reduce the severity of the bombardment. The
more argon that is added, the more gentle treatment the electrodes
receive and the longer will be the life of the lamp; but on the other
hand, the more argon that is added the more difficult it becomes to
start the lamp. Here again a satisfactory compromise has to be
found.

2.11 On an A.C. supply the electrodes at each end of the lamp act
alternately as anodes and cathodes, changing their function every
half cycle, i.e. 100 times a second on the normal 50-cycle supply.
When acting as the cathode, the discharge takes place from the
hot coated tungsten coil. When acting as the anode, it is found
desirable with some electrode designs used in the heavier-current
lamps for the discharge to terminate not at the hot tungsten,
but on a relatively cool plain metallic extension of the electrode
assembly (Figure 1). During the cathode half cycle a faint 'cath-
ode glow' appears a short distance ahead of the cathode, and
disappears on the other half cycle. This is sometimes observable
as a flicker coming from the lamp ends if they are not screened,
especially if seen out of the corner of the eye.

2.12 When fluorescent lamps were first developed in this country the
second world war was just starting and a number of considerations
determined the choice of the 5 ft. 80W size as the one to adopt.
For one thing, war industry engaged everyone's efforts and little
time or material was available for developing something new if
something already in existence would do an adequate job - and
there already existed a perfectly satisfactory cubic-type choke
made for the plain BOW high-pressure mercury discharge lamp.
Bayonet caps were used because they were readily available. lt
was recognised that a 4 ft. 40W lamp would be more efficient, but
war-time economy demanded that in factories - and with few
exceptions these were the only places where fluorescent lighting
could be used for the duration of the war - sufficient working
light must be produced from the smallest practicable number of
sources. Compared with the 40W lamp, the 80W was rather less
efficient but gave nearly twice as much light. Only about half
the number of lamps and chokes and fittings would be needed.
So the 80W size came to be regarded as the standard in this
country and though other sizes both larger and smaller became
available in due course it was the 80W lamp which had by far the
largest following up to 1964, when a 5 ft. lamp rated at 65W
began to claim attention.

2.13 ln general, in a tube of 1{ ins. diameter, an electrical loading of
about 10W per ft. produces highest lamp efficiency. On this basis
the 80W lamp (16W per ft.) is considerably overloaded - in order,
of course, to make it generate more light. The high loading makes
the lamp warm. This is allowed for in the design, but if the
lamp (or two or more lamps) are used in a position (say a totally
enclosed diffusing or recessed fitting) where the lamp heat cannot
easily escape, the temperature builds up and the vapour pressure
in the lamp increases. This (2.6) has the effect of reducing the
light output of the lamp(s) and fitting.

2.14 The vapour pressure in the tube is determined by the temperature
of the coolest part of the tube. Any practical method may be used
to provide local cooling - it has been said that an iced lollipop
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would do, though it is hardly a practical solution. One method
already used is to keep a small metal bar against the tube by light
spring pressure, the upper part of the bar being in a cool area of the
fitting so that heat is conducted away from the area of contact
with the tube. Another is to arrange for a hole in the bottom of the
fitting to allow a draught of cold air to play on the tube. Another,
adopted for the 5 ft. 120W tube, is to form a small blister or dome
on the underside of the tube near its centre - the vapour here is
out of the main discharge path and keeps cool. Still another,
adopted in very high output American tubes, is to mount the
electrodes further down the tube so as to leave cool spaces behind
them. All such devices are effective in reducing but not eliminating
loss of light caused by tube temperature being above the optimum
value.

2.15 A 5 ft. 65W lamp has a loading of 13 W per ft. which is not much
above the optimum value for efficiency (2.13) and the wattage
is high enough to produce a useful amount of light from a lamp
of this length. Also, in a poorly ventilated fitting a 65W lamp will
not get as warm as an 80W one and therefore suffers less loss of
light due to temperature rise.

2.16 ln a 5 ft. lamp operated at 65W the tube current is lower than at
80W, but the 65/80W lamp may be required to operate at either
wattage, and this requires particular attention to electrode design.

210W
(70o/o)

60w
(2Oo/o\

Conducted and convected heat

33W
(51o/o)

To
fluorescent

light
10w

To
radiant

heat
20w

Radiant
heat

20w
(31o/o)

To conducted
and convected

heat
10w

40w
(620/o)

13W
(20o/o)

10w
(15%)

Generation of
conducted and

convected heat by:-
Cathode Discharge

Fall Column

Generation of
short-wave
ultra-violet

Conversion of Energy in a Fluorescent Lamp

The manner in which the input to a fluorescent lamp is dissipated is approximately as follows (based on the 65W
lamp):-

Generation of
light from the

discharge

ln plain 65W tube
with no fluorescent

coating

When fluorescent
coating is added,

the 40w u.v.
is convefted thus:-

2W
(3o/o)

The complete lamp
dissipates wattage

thus:-
Wattage dissipation

of a 300W gas-
filled filament
lamp giving

equal light output

Light
12W

(18o/o)

30w*
(10%)

*The discrepancy belween this figute and the one immediately above is due to the filament lamp radiating most
of its light energy at the red end of the spectrum, to which the eye is comparatively insensitive.
It will be seen that fluorescent lamps give about one-half as much conducted and convected heat as filament lamps
of equal light output, and this may be important in, for example, air-conditioned interiors where heat removal may
be a problem. The heat radiated by a fluorescent lamp, however, is only a small fraction of that from equivalent
filament lamps, and this is a great advantage for radiant heat travels with the light and warms everything the light
reaches directly. Thus fluorescent lamps may be mounted low to give high illumination values without the heat
discomfort formerly associated with low mounting.
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Figure 5
Photomicrographs of, above, coiled-coiled-
coil cathode and, below' braided cathode
(not to same scale).

2.17 Coiled-coiled-coil cathodes, already used for some other ratings,
have been found satisfactory in this respect. Alternatively a
braided cathode is used. Both these constructions have numer-
ous interstices in which the emissive material is securely held
(Figure 5).

2.18 ln lamps made to operate at 65W only, the electrodes are some-
times designed to operate at 3 volts as this offers some reduction
of the power "wasted" in heating them. But in the British
65/B0W lamp designed for operation at either wattage (according
to the control gear used) the lamp must be suitable for insertion
in existing fittings designed for the BOW lamp.

2.19 All the phosphors used in a fluorescent tube are to a certain extent
phosphorescent as well as fluorescent i.e. they continue to glow
for a short period after the stimulating radiation ceases. Thus on
ordinary 50-cycle A.C. mains the lamp is giving some light even
at the instants of zero lamp current.
The degree of cyclic variation of light output from the main length
of the lamp depends on the particular phosphor used and is
generally less for the "warm" colour lamps than for the "cool"
ones. An indication of the cyclic variation of light from a lamp on a
lagging power-factor choke circuit is given in Figure 6. Light output
rises to a maximum and falls to a minimum 100 times a second,
and this is too rapid to be generally noticeable as a flicker except
that in some circumstances the edges of moving objects can look
blurred.
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2.20 Flicker increases after the end of the lamp's useful life and may be
grealer than normal at other times due to various causes, e.g.
l-amp operating at unusually high or low temperature.
Supply voltage abnormally low.
Harmonic content of the supply wave-form greater than usual.
Circuit with excessive capacitive ballast.
Low-frequency supply, e.g. 25 cycles/second.
Ballast consists of a resistor or filament lamp.
Rectification components in the lamp current.
U nbalanced cathode heating.

2.21 Stroboscopic flicker of a moving object can occur if the motion
repeats or appears to repeat itself synchronously with the pulses
of light from the lamp. For example, with a 4-spoked wheel
revolving at 1500 r.p.m. one or other of the spokes will be pointing
to 12 o'clock 100 times a second. lf a light flashed instantaneously
at these moments, the wheel would appear to be stationary, and
such an effect is in fact obtainable with "flash tubes" used for
photography; but with fluorescent tubes a moving object can
seldom if ever be mistaken for a stationary one.

2.22 Where it is considered really necessary, stroboscopic flicker effects
can be reduced by adopting the twin-lamp (lead-lag) circuit (4.22)
or by connecting adjacent lamps to different phases of supply
(Figure 6). The approximate cyclic variation of light output with
these arrangements is shown.

2.23 The major source of flicker from fluorescent lamps is at the ends.
End flicker (2.11) is generally more noticeable in short lamps and
lamps with a high loading per foot of length. The effect can be
reduced by means of an opaque screen covering the last 1f2
inches of glass at each end.

2.24 The light output of a fluorescent lamp is highest when it is brand
new, falls comparatively rapidly during the first 100/150 hours of
use, and thereafter continues to decline at a very slow but more
or less steady rate, as indicated. The rate of depreciation varies
slightly with different colours of lamp.
The light output of a brand new lamp is not quoted as it has little
or no significance. lt may, in fact, be some 3o/o - 4% higher than
the 100-hour figure which is sometimes quoted, the lamp having
by then settled down to a predictable light output; but the output
figure generally required to be known is the "Lighting Design

:t
o.
:to

2000

1

12
Thousands of hours of burning

Figure 6
Approximate variation of light output over one
AC cycle (1/50th second). (a) Single lamp
on lagging p.f. circuit. (b) Two lamps on twin-
tube (lead-lag) circuit. (c) Three lamps each
on a different phase of a 3-phase supply

Figure 7
Light output of a 65W. White lamp against
time, assuming that the lamp is maintained
perfectly clean
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Figure 8
Approximate survivor curve for 5 ft. lamps
(undamaged when installed) burning for 3
hours per start. See also Appendix 8

2.25

Lumens" figure now quoted. This is, in fact, the output at 2000
hours (see Appendix 3) which is the value recommended as a
guide to lighting engineers when planning scheme layouts.
The current taken by the lamp is virtually unchanged during its life.
The depreciation of light output is due almost entirely to a progres-
sive reduction in the efficiency with which the phosphor converts
U.V. into light, and thus may be ascribed to a slow poisoning of
the phosphor by mercury vapour.
Much of the improved efficiency of modern fluorescent lamps com-
pared with their early counterparts is due to the light output being
better maintained throughout life. Research is constantly aiming at
achieving still better lumen maintenance.
The physical life of a hot-cathode tube ends when the active
coating on one or both electrodes is exhausted, so that the lamp
thereafter fails to start. Some of this coating is dissipated very
gradually while the lamp is alight, but a relatively much larger
quantity may be destroyed at each start through being sputtered
off from the electrode, especially in switch-start circuits. It fol-
lows that a lamp which is left burning continuously will have a
substantially longer life (measured in burning hours) than if it is
switched frequently.
The importance of this is perhaps more apparent than real. One
would not normally expect to use a hot-cathode tube in a flashing
circuit such as a Belisha beacon, but that is rather an extreme case.
A domestic kitchen is a more practical example. Here the lighting
is switched on for anything from a few seconds to a few hours at
a time, depending on need. On average this treatment is not kind
to the tube, but though its physical life (measured in hours) may
not then be very long, it probably still covers a period of years, and
this is likely to be considered quite satisfactory.
Published life claims are normally based on a life test switching
frequency of 8 switchings per 24 hours when used with a lag-
ging p.f. choke circuit. An indication of the percentage of lamps
likely to be surviving after various periods of use on this switching
frequency is shown (Figure B).

2.26
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2.28 The nominal life of fluorescent lamps was originally 2000 hours,
subsequently increased first to 3000 and then 5000 hours.
Since 1965 afigure of 7500 hours has been stated for all 40W
(4 ft.) 65W, 80W, 85W and 125W lamps. All these relate to the
switching frequency noted above.
The useful life may not correspond to the nominal life, and certainly
does not usually correspond with the physical life up to the point
of failure, which can be very long indeed. A very old lamp
may still be working, but it is worth replacing because a new lamp
will give substantially more light for the same cost in electricity.
(Appendix 8).
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2.30

2.31

With an installation of lamps all switched together, the best time
to replace lamps is at some convenient time before they fail or
show signs of imminent failure. Group replacement, that is the
replacement of all the lamps at once, if carried out at intervals of a
year or two years or whatever other interval is appropriate for the
circumstances, avoids nearly all the labour cost and disturbance
caused by replacing lamps individually as they fail, and can
therefore result in considerable economies even though there may
be some potential life remaining in the discarded lamps.
The most economic interval between group replacements will
depend on the circumstances of use and the comparative labour
costs per lamp of individual and group replacement. (See
Appendix B).
Certain sizes and colours of lamps are available in "reflectorised"
form. A layer of very white powder, titanium dioxide, is applied
between the tube wall and the normal phosphor coating, and
covers about two-thirds of the tube circumference. The other one-
third (the "window") is the part of the tube which normally faces
directly downwards.
Of the light which strikes the reflecting layer, a little passes
through but most is reflected back through the "window" which
thus becomes about 1f times as bright as a corresponding ordinary
tube. The overall efficiency is some 90% of that of a normal tube.
The reflectorised tube may be very advantageous in dirty or dusty
atmospheres. Most of the dirt will settle on the upper part of the
tube where it will have very little effect on the light output;the
"window" at the bottom stays relatively clean. A disadvantage
may be that the high brightness of the "window" will give more
glare than the normal tube.
It has been noted (A1 .9) that the eye is more sensitive to radiations
in the yellow-green part of the visible spectrum than in other parts.
Thus if one used in a fluorescent tube a phosphor which converted
most of the U.V. radiation into yellow-green light radiations, one
would expect the tube to give a great deal of light, or in other words
to have a very high efficiency.
The apparent colour of'light from such a tube, however, would be
unwelcome for most purposes; and furthermore, if most of the
U.V. is converted to yellow-green light, little remains for conversion
to other colours of light such as red and blue. lt follows that the
colour-distortion of materials seen by the light of this tube would
be severe.
Conversely, if the colour rendering of the lamp is to be good
(A1 .12) a phosphor or mixture of phosphors must be chosen which
converts the U.V. into visible radiations of all colours, all at some-
thing like equal strength. Compared with the tube considered in
2.32there will be less radiation in the yellow-green region to which
the eye is sensitive and more radiation in the red and blue regions
to which the eye is relatively insensitive. The tube will give less
light; it will be less efficient.
Thus it is mainly the characteristics of the human eye which face
the user with this choice when selecting a lamp for a given purpose

- does he want the highest possible lamp efficiency but not par-
ticularly good colour effect, or does he want the best colour of
light but at some rather lower efficiency ? Unfortunately, he cannot
have the best of both worlds.
li must be remembered that the apparent colour of light from a
lamp - whether it looks pinkish, yellowish, bluish, etc. - gives
little or no indication of its colour rendering, that is, how well
coloured materials will show up when under the light.
It is at present technically impossible to ensure that all Iamps of the
sanie nominal colour, e.g. White, Natural, etc., made by different
manufacturers at different times shall all look precisely the same
colour,
A change of apparent colour which can just be noticed is known
as the minimum perceptible colour difference (m.p.c.d.). Two
lamps of the same nominal colour will not differ in appearance by
more than 5 m.p.c.d.
For practical purposes it can be taken that the difference in colour
rendering of two similar lamps differing in appearance even by as
much as 5 m.p.c.d., is,insignificant.

2.32

2.33

2.34

2.35
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2.36 Fluorescent lamps can be divided into two categories, those with
high efficiency and those giving good colour rendering.
High efficiency lamps (White, Warm White, Daylight) give a large
amount of light and are used where the colour appearance of
objects they illuminate is of secondary importance.
The other category, often referred to as "de luxe" lamps, give
between one half and three-quarters of the light from high
efficiency lamps, but with the colour appearance of objects
illuminated much improved.

2.37 The general effect of "de luxe" lamps and the purposes for which
they are likely to be most appropriate may be described as
follows:-

Lamp Effect Applications
Colour matching,
or Northlight.

Similar to that of an
overcast north sky.

For accurate judgment
or discrimination of the
colour of objects not
containing fluorescent
material.

Artificial Daylight. As above. As above, but for objects
having fluorescent prop-
erties, e.g. some dyed
materials.

oKolor-rite.

Colour 34.
Natural

Similar to daylight
with sunlight.

Where a "cool" effect
with good colour is
required; executive
offices, many shops.

De luxeWarm White.
Colour 32.
Warmtone

Similar to that of
filament lamps.

Wherever the "warm"
colour of filament lamp
lighting is traditionally
accepted ; homes, hotels,
restaurants.

De luxe Natural Near daylight but
with emphasis on
red colours.

Displays, notably foods,
where strong reds add
impact.

2.38 ln view of common misconceptions about the emission of ultra-
violet from fluorescent lamps, and the effect of such radiations, it
may be as well to clarify the situation. The ultra-violet waveband
may be conveniently divided as follows:-
1 . Wavelengths below 290.0 nm. These are potentially danger-

ous radiations sometimes used for germicidal purposes. The
glass used in fluorescent lamps for ordinary lighting is, how-
ever, completely opaque to these radiations, none of which
can emerge from the lamp. lf the glass is broken, the lamp
cannot work.

2. Wavelengths between 290.0 nm and 325.0 nm. These
radiations are present in sunlight and are responsible for its
skin tanning and sunburning effect; they are present very
weakly in fluorescent light.
Under an illumination of 50 lumens per sq.ft. of fluorescent
light - and this is a moderate value by present standards -the strength of this radiation is only about two-thirds of one
per cent of that present in average sunlight at ground level in
this country.

3. Wavelengths between 325.0 nm and 400.0 nm. These
radiations have no known medical or therapeutic effects.
ln any case, they are present in 50 lm/ft2 fluorescent light
only about one quarter of one per cent as strongly as in
sunlight.

While therefore it is not impossible for radiations in group 2
above to have some slight effect on people, such people are
rare and must have genuine need for special protection against
the effects of ordinary daylight. ln this category one does not
include the large number of people who wear tinted glasses on
the slightest provocation, for reasons best known to themselves.
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3. Special Lamps

3.1 There are several varieties of fluorescent lamps made for other than
straightforward lighting purposes.

3.2 The principal radiation generated in the tube, 253.7 nm, can con-
trol bacteria, moulds and viruses and so can be used for germicidal
and sterilising purposes. Since a tube made of ordinary glass
would absorb this radiation and permit none to emerge, a special
glass has to be used.
The253.7 nm radiation is potentially blistering and dangerous, and
germicidal tubes must therefore be used only under conditions
whereby over-exposure of any person to the radiation is absolutely
prevented. ln particular, the tubes must not be viewed directly.
This is not strictly a fluorescent lamp since no change of wave-
length occurs.

3.3 Fluorescent sunlamps use a special phosphor radiating at wave-
lengths between 270.0 nm and 370.0 nm, peaking at about
300.0 nm. These radiations are in the erythemal range giving
the effect of skin tanning or sunburn if the safe exposure is
exceeded. As fair-skinned or anaemic people are particularly
susceptible to sunburn, these lamps should be used under medical
advice.

3.4 Actinic fluorescent lamps are used in the printing industry,
especially in the making of diazo photo-copies. They have a
phosphor radiating from 300.0 nm to 500.0 nm, peaking at about
370.0 nm.

3.5 Fluorescent "blacklamps" use a phosphor similar to the above but
the tube is made of violet-blue (Wood's) glass which almost
entirely absorbs radiations in the visible spectrum (above about
400.0 nm). This lamp is suitable for obtaining luminous effectsfrom
materials external to the lamp which fluoresce under near ultra-
violet, and as such is an alternative to the "black" mercury lamp.
The fluorescent lamp produces more of this U.V. for a given
wattage and needs no run-up period, but the small physical size
of the "black" mercury lamp allows the radiation to be more
effectively concentrated in a particular direction by means of a
reflector.
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4.1

4. Circuits

4.2

The circuit associated with a fluorescent lamp has two functions
(i) to enable the lamp to start and to stay alight when started, (ii)
to limit the lamp current to the correct value and to producd a
satisfactory circuit power-factor.

Reference to A2.1O will show that the lamp could be started instan-
taneously by arranging for a high enough voltage to be applied to
its ends, and this is what happens with the cold-cathode type of
lamp. But in ordinary fluorescent lamps made for operation on
normal mains voltage the electrodes-the metallic current-carrying
parts inside each end of the lamp - are made of coiled or braided
tungsten wire with a special paste coatinS (2.9) which is essential
for the efficient operation of the lamp. This coating would rapidly
disintegrate if the lamp were started instantaneously from cold,
therefore some method must be found of gradually heating the
electrodes up to a satisfactory operating temperature before the
main discharge between them is started. ln this context, "gradual"
may mean anything from a fraction of a second up to two or three
seconds. Once the lamp is alight the action of the discharge keeps
the electrodes sufficiently warm.

There are three main types of circuits for A.C. mains.
1. Switch-start circuits.
2. Starterless circuits.
3. Semi-resonant circuits,
and there are varieties of each type. There are also special circuits
for use with filament ballast lamps and for the rare occasions when
fluorescent lamps are required to be operated on D.C. supply.

ln switch-start circuits an automatic starter switch delays the
application of starting voltage across the lamp until the electrodes
have had time to heat up to operating temperature, and the circuit
then provides a voltage pulse of some 700 - 1000 volts in order
to get the lamp started after a total delay generally of one or two
seconds. There are two types of starter switch : (a) glow type, (b)
thermal type (Figure 9).

4.3

4.4

Figure 9
Essentials of (a) glow and (b) thermal,starters.
Both are shown in their no-volt position

Figure 10
Single-lamp circuit for a glow starter. The
choke lowers the power-factor of the circuit
to a value of about 0.5 lagging. The addition
of the capacitor connected across the mains
improves the p.f. to an acceptable value,
usually between 0.85 and 0.9 lagging

Bi-metal strip

Heater coil

4.5 The glow starter consists of two electrodes sealed into a glass bulb
filled with an inert gas at a controlled pressure. They are separ-
ated by a short distance such that when the voltage between
them is at or near mains voltage a glow discharge will take place
between them, but at a lower voltage corresponding to that
applied to the lamp when it is alight, it will not. One of the
starter electrodes carries a bi-metallic element which bends when
it becomes warm.

4.6 The circuit associated with the glow starter is shown (Figure 10).
Choke

-
Power factor
capacitor

(b)(a)
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When the circuit is first switched on the starter contacts are in
their normal open position. ln the cold condition the mains voltage
across the lamp is insufficient to make it start, but a glow dis-
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charge develops between the starter electrodes. This warms the
bi-metallic element which bends and touches the other electrode,
so closing the circuit. This allows current to pass through the
choke, the starter, and the lamp electrodes which are thereby
heated to operating temperature.
When the starter electrodes come together and contact is made,
the voltage between them falls to zero and the glow discharge is
extinguished. The bi-metallic element cools and bends away, thus
breaking the whole circuit in which the choke is included. This
sudden interruption induces a high voltage in the choke and this
induced voltage appears, as always, across the point where the
circuit is broken, i.e. the starter switch. But this is in parallel with
the lamp, so the induced voltage - up to several hundred volts -appears across the lamp also and is sufficient to initiate the dis-
charge there, and so get it alight.
The glow starter has no function while the lamp is alight; in
emergency it could be removed to replace a faulty starter elsewhere.

4.7 The glow starter is enclosed in a small metal canister having two
pins engaging contacts in a 2-slot holder; it does not matter which
way round the canister is inserted (Figure 1 1 ).

Figure 11

Four-pin (glow orthermal) and miniature two
pin (glow) starters

4.8

Also enclosed in the canister is a small capacitor connected in
parallelwith the switch. This has two purposes (i) to damp arcing
at the switch contacts to obtain a cleaner break and so a higher
induced voltage (ii) being in parallel with the lamp it tends to
prevent the radiation of any radio frequencies that may fortuitously
be generated within the lamp. (Appendix 4).
The thermal starter consists of two electrodes mounted on a glass
pinch and often operates in free air (Figure 9). One of the
electrodes consists of a bi-metallic strip bent into U shape, with a

small heater coil located within the U. ln the normal state of the
starter, the contacts mounted at the ends of the elements are
touching.
When the circuit is switched on, current flows through the choke,
the starter heater coil, across the starter contacts and through the
lamp electrodes which are thereby warmed to operating tempera-
ture (Figure 12). Butthe heater coil is also becoming warm, and
in turn it warms the bi-metallic strip so that the latter bends away
from the other starter electrode and so breaks the entire circuit,
inducing a high voltage and starting the lamp as described in 4.6.
It will be seen that while the lamp is alight current continues to
flow through the starter heater, so maintaining the contacts apart
until the whole circuit is switched off at the mains.

{
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I PECFigure 12
Single-lamp circuit for a thermal starter. The
connections to the starter heater are taken out
to the two small contact pegs in the base of
the starter canister

Figure 13
Glow starter circuit lor two short lamps in
series. lf thermal starters are used, the circuit
is broken at positions X and the heaters con-
nected as shown dotted. The radio inter-
ference suppressors are included in the starter
canisters

4.9 The thermal starter is enclosed with a radio suppression capacitor
(4.7) in a metallic canister having four pins, two large and two
small, which engage corresponding contacts in the starter holder.
The two large pins are connected to the starter switch, the two
small ones to the heater. The starter holder is so cohstructed that
it is impossible to insert the starter wrongly.
The starter holder generally contains a short-circuiting bar which,
if the starter is withdrawn for emergency use elsewhere, bridges
the two contacts which normally connect with the heater coil;
thus the main circuit remains unbroken.

4.10 ln their running condition, lamps less than 3 ft. long (other than
13W) have a low enough voltage to permit two of them of the
same rating to be connected in series with a single choke on
normal mains. The arrangement of the circuit is then virtually a
doubling-up of the ordinary single-lamp circuit, with the lamps
starting one after the other (Figure 13). lt is fairly common to use
thermal starters in series circuits since they prevent the lamps
starting before the electrodes have become warm, whereas with
glow starters mains voltage is impressed across the lamps imme-
diately the circuit is switched on, and there could be a risk that one
or both lamps would start "cold" with consequent damage to the
electrodes (4.2). However, the risk is small and glow starters may
be preferred for their other qualities (4.1 1 ).
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4.11

4.12

For normal purposes the advantages and disadvantages of the two
types of starter may be stated as follows:
Glow type
1. About half the cost of the thermal type.
2. There is no heater element to burn out.
3. Less delay in re-starting.
4. Simpler starter holder and circuit wiring.
5. Saves about 1 watt which is consumed by the thermal starter

heater.

Thermal type
1. Starting is more positive, especially where mains voltage is low

or where ambient temperature is abnormal.
2. Lamp life may be slightly increased, especially where the

circuit is switched frequently.
With normal usage, either type can be expected to last as long as
3 - 5 lamps.

ln starterless circuits the starter switch is replaced by a transformer
connected as shown (Figure 14). The expense is greater than
with a starter, but there is nothing to require periodic replacement
and lamp starting is almost immediate. Different manufacturers
describe the circuits by various names, e.g. Ouickstart, lnstant
start, etc., etc.
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Choke

PFC

When the circuit is switched on, nearly full mains voltage is
impressed across the transformer whose end windings pass heating
current to the lamp electrodes. When these become sufficiently
hot to liberate electrons freely, the lamp will start. As more current
now passes through the choke the voltage across the lamp - and
also across the transformer - falls, so that less heating current is
passed to the electrodes and they will not be overheated by the
additional heating effect of the discharge itself. The radio inter-
ference supressor is a separate component connected as shown.

4.13 The corresponding series circuit for two short lamps is shown
in Figure 15.

Choke

-

Figure 14
Starterless circuit for single lamp. ln practrce
the auto-transformer is smaller than the choke
and may be combined with it in one unit. The
radio interference suppressor is a separate com-
ponent, and an earth connection is necessary

Figure 15
Starterless circuit for two short lamps in
series. The two outer secondary windings of
the transformer may in fact be continuous
with the primary winding
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4.14

4.15

4.16

4.17

4.18

Even when the lamp electrodes are hot, the voltage available for
starting the lamp in starterless circuits may be only just high
enough to strike the arc, or it may not be quite enough (in this
circuit there is no voltage pulse as in the switch-start circuit). A
device to lower the voltage necessary to start the lamp is therefore
required if starting is to be quick and certain, especially where
mains voltage is low and/or where conditions of temperature and
humidity are adverse.
It is found that the voltage necessary to start the lamp is highest
when the electrical resistance from end to end of the lamp
measured along the outside of the glass is a medium value,
whereas the necessary voltage is lower if this resistance is either
very high or very low. ln a humid atmosphere there might be a
continuous film of moisture on the glass which provides a medium-
resistance path.
Two methods of reducing lamp starting voltage are adopted. One
is for a thin metal stripe to be cemented along the outside of the
glass tube and to make connection with the metal cap or cap
surround at each end; this gives a low-resistance path. The other
is for the tube to be coated with a transparent silicone wax which
splits up a moisture film into separate droplets; this gives a high-
resistance path.
Neither the metal stripe nor the silicone is in itself a complete
answer to the problem - some further assistance to get the lamp
started is needed in the form of an earth connection.
Suppose that the metal stripe is earthed. Before the lamp starts the
lamp electrode connected to the choke is nearly at mains potential,
and the stripe is atzerc potential. This large potentialdifference is
sufficient to ionise weakly the contents of the tube in the vicinity
of the electrode, and ionisation makes it easier for a current to flow.
ln effect, the difficult path for the current to follow - from one end
electrode to the other - is shortened and its passage is thus made
easier.
ln the case of the siliconed lamp, earthed metal (which is normally
part of the lighting fitting) need not touch the lamp but should be
within half an inch of it all along its length and at least one inch
wide.
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4.19

4.20

4.21

4.22

The preferred choice between metal striped and siliconed lamps is
as follows:-
Metal striped lamps are preferred where the fitting does not contain
earthed metal as in 4.18 above, and for conditions where the lamp
will get very dirty or contaminated, or is to be used at near freez-
ing temperatures.
Silicone lamps are preferred for fittings where there is earthed
metalwork near the lamp, especially in high-temperature condi-
tions. Any lamp, whether or not with external metal stripe or
silicone coating, is suitable for use with switch-start circuits.

ln view of the new 1{ in. bi-pin lamp ratings introduced recently
it is worth stating the position as regards interchangeability:
Lamps with the single rating of 80W must be used only with 80W
control gear.
ln general, lamps with the single 65W rating or with the dual
65/80W rating may be used with either 65W or BOW control
gear and will operate at a nominal 65W or 80W respectively. ln
the case of the 85W lamp, available in both 6ft. and 8ft. sizes, the
control gear is not interchangeable between lengths due to the
different lamp operating characteristics.
ln cases of doubt the manufacturer should be consulted.

When the choke (and other control gear) is mounted inside a
fitting its design should be such that it is able to withstand any
temperature rise reached when the lamp is running normally at
ordinary room temperatures and within normal limits of mains
voltage fluctuation.
When control gear is remote from the fitting it should be fixed in
such a way that it can dissipate the heat it generates. lf mounted on
a base which does not conduct heat away, or in a small unventilated
cavity, the gear may be subjected to overheating conditions for
which it is not designed. Where several units are mounted close
together particular care should be taken to avoid inter-heating
effects.

ln the early years of fluorescent lighting the cyclic flicker from the
lamps was more pronounced than it is now, and since this form of
lighting was comparatively new to most people they had an
exaggerated fear of the supposed ill effects of flicker. For this reason
it was very common for 2-lamp fittings for 4 ft. and 5 ft. lamps to
be connected on the "twin lamp" or "lead-lag" circuit shown, one
lamp being controlled by a choke only to give a lagging power-
factor and the other by a combination of choke and capacitor to
give a leading p.f., with an overall p.f. approaching unity (Figure
16). The half waves of light from one lamp are about 120o out of
step with the half waves of light from the other, so that the com-
bined light output is relatively steady (Figure 16). Nowadays,
public anxiety about flicker has almost disappeared and the lead-
lag circuit is seldom used.

Figure 16
The lead-lag or twin-tube circuit, details of
starters omitted. The pulsations of light from
the lamps are about 120o out of step with each
other

Choke
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Choke
Lead

4.23 ln the lead-lag circuit, the choke and capacitor in series in the
"leading" leg must together have about the same impedance as
the choke alone in the "lagging" leg. The two chokes are therefore
normally of different voltage rating; and the capacitor needs to be
of higher voltage rating than the p.f. capacitor used in a normal
single-lamp circuit. The life expectancy of the lamp in the leading
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4.24

4.25

leg is reduced by up to 25o/o compared with that in the lagging leg,
but this reduction is not so great as to irrvalidate the individual
manufacturer's guarantee of lamp life (generally 3000 hours of
burning or one year of use, whichever is less).

Due to the long length and consequent high arc voltage of the
F ft. 125W lamp, it is electrically unstable if connected to a

simple choke circuit (lagging power factor). This may be over-
come by using a capacitive ballast (choke and capacitor in series)
though this may give difficult lamp starting at mains voltages
below 230V. lt is found by experience that starting is satisfac-
tory down to 5oC (41'F) ambient temperature provided that the
actu a I ma i ns volta ge exceeds 21 2Y, i.e. 23OV - 8o/o.

The ratings of the choke and capacitor are NOT the same as would
be used for an 80W circuit on the same voltage, but are selected
to operate the lamp at about 1 23 watts, the circuit having a leading
power-factor of about 0.6. The starter switch may be either of the
thermal type, or of the glow type designed for the 125W circuit;
an 8OW glow starter is not suitable.

Semi-resonant circuits are becoming increasingly popular espe-
cially for 65W and 65/80W lamps. A typical circuit is shown, with
a transformer and capacitor in series (Figure 17).

{
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Figure 17
Typical semi-resonant circuit

When the circuit is switched on, current flows to heat up the
electrodes. At the same time a degree of electrical resonance is
set up whereby the voltage across the tube is approximately 270V
(for a 65W lamp) and this is sufficient to start the discharge as
soon as the electrodes are sufficiently warm. The transformer
windings are so arranged that when the lamp starts the electrical
effect is as if the capacitor connection were transferred from point
B to point A, where it is effectively across the mains for power
factor correction. The circuit requires a starting aid as described in
4.17 /18.

4.26 The harmonics inherent in the current wave-form of fluorescent
lamps can give rise to appreciable currents in the neutral of a

3-phase supply. The harmonics concerned are the odd multiples
of three which are additive in the neutral instead of cancelling uut
as in the case of the fundamental and other harmonic frequencies.
With well-designed control gear and with shunt power-factor
correction the single-phase third harmonic current is approxi-
mately 17o/oot the fundamental, and in a balanced 3-phase 4-wire
system the 15O-cycle neutral current may therefore be some 50%
of line current. lt is likely to be higher if the shunt capacitor is
made unduly large in an effort to obtain a very high overall power
factor, or if the choke is operating at too high a flux density.
Adequate cross-section should be allowed in all parts of the
neutral conductor; it is recommended that this should be of equal
size to the phase conductors.

4.27 For such applications as lighting caravans, boats, travelling shops,
and for emergency lighting, fluorescent lamps can be operated from
a 12V battery by using transistor inverter equipment. This converts
the D.C. to high-frequency A.C. which is stepped up by a trans-
former and applied to a starterless circuit. Lamps up to 40W can
be made to work this way though the normal range is up to 13W.

4.28 High-frequency operation of fluorescent lamps (400 c.p.s. and
above) offers certain advantages.
1. The control gear is light in weight, cheap and small. At

"lower" H.F. frequencies it may consist of a small choke and
a starter switch, with power-factor corrected at the H.F.
generator; at "high" H.F. frequencies a series capacitor may
be the only item of control gear required.
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Figure 18
Schematic diagram of dimming circuit to con-
trol a few lamps. Note that the resistor does
not affect the heating current to the lamp
electrodes. A power-factor capacitor may or
may not be used. according to whether the
dimmer will usually be at a "high" or "low"
setting

Figure 19
Resistor ballast circuit tor 4 ft. 40W lamp,
with artificial earth and glow starter

4.29

2. The "out" periods of the discharge arc are so brief that the
light output of the phosphor has little time to die away, so that
the luminous efficiency of the lamp is improved by a factor of
perhaps 10 per cent.

3. There is no visible flicker.
4. At a high enough frequency, any noise generated by the control

gear is at too high a pitch to be audible to the human ear.
The disadvantage lies in the cost of converting mains frequency to
H.F.; but in the case, for example. of aircraft, the supply can be
generated at any frequency which seems appropriate.

lf it is required to dim down to zero large banks of fluorescent
lamps the apparatus required is complicated and expensive, and a
manufacturer specialising in such equipment should be consulted.
A single lamp or small group of lamps may, however, be dimmed
down to a fraction of 1 per cent of full light output by the simple
circuit shown (Figure 18). lt should be noted that the transformer
has separate secondary windings-it is different from the trans-
former normally used for a starterless circuit - and the secon-
daries pass full heating current to the lamp electrodes irrespective
of the position of the dimmer.
Anyone contemplating the need to dim a lamp is advised to obtain
the right equipment in the first instance, rather than attempt to
convert a non-dimming circuit.
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4.30 A resistor may be used on A.C. supply in place of a choke to
, control the current in a fluorescent lamp circuit but probably only

where a saving on initial cost is the over-riding consideration, and
probably only for a 40W (4 ft.) lamp.

4.31 Where a simple resistor is used for a 40W lamp its value on 240V
should be of the order of 350 ohms and a 40W glow starter is
connected as in Figure 19. As there is no choke to provide a
voltage impulse, starting of the (siliconed) lamp must be assisted
by providing an artificial earth by connecting the mains neutral yr'a

a resistor and capacitor to the metalwork of the fitting.

Metalwork
of fitting
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{ 4.32

4.33

The circuit is not recommended for mains voltages below 230V.
or temperatures below 5oC. Due to the distorted waveform of the
lamp current the lamp life is reduced, generally to a value about
half of that to be expected from a normal choke-controlled circuit
operating under the same conditions.
The power dissipated in the resistor is of the order of 70W which
must be added to the lamp wattage to give a total circuit wattage
of about 1 10W. Thus the total luminous efficiency of the circuit is
a little less than half that of a choke-controlled circuit. The power
factor of the circuit is virtually unity.

ln the past, several different methods of using a filament lamp in
place of a simple resistor have been developed in order to avoid
wasting 7OW in generating heat. Of these "filament ballast"
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circuits only one remains in general use, for A.C. mains voltages
of 230V and above (Figure 20).

Filament
ballast

R.t.s.

ln this circuit the 40W fluorescent lamp is of a special type
(MCFB/U) having a high-resistance metal stripe on the inside of
the tube, connecting one electrode to a point close to the other.
The remaining gap is small enough for the arc to strike across it
immediately the circuit is switched on, and it then immediately
strikes from end to end of the lamp. Since the lamp electrodes are
not pre-heated they are connected to single-contact lamp caps
requiring special lampholders.
The ballast lamp is rated at about 75W and operates at about
150V - the difference between mains voltage and fluorescent
lamp voltage. To prevent its accidental use elsewhere it is fitted
with a 3-pin B.C. cap requiring a 3-slot holder. The ballast lamp
is designed to be slightly under-run to prolong its life to some
2000 hours and it operates at an efficiency of some 10 lumens per
watt.
Thus for a total circuit wattage of about 1 10W some 750 lumens
are received from the ballast lamp and (saV) 2240lumens from the
fluorescent lamp. The overallefficiency is therefore of the order of
27 lumens per watt - just over half what would be given by a
choke- control led circuit.
The 40W fluorescent lamp can be replaced by 2 x 20W MCFB/U
lamps, in which case a small starting capacitor is connected
between the live'mains and the junction between the 20W lamps.
As noted in 4.32, fluorescent lamp life is reduced.

4,34 Yery occasionally fluorescent lamps are required to work on D.C.
mains. After some hours of operation the positive end of the tube
goes dim due to the migration of mercury to the negative end
(electrophoresis) and it is therefore necessary to include in the
iircuit a polarity reversing switch, preferably of unidirectional rotary
type taking the place of the circuit switch so that polarity is auto-
matically reversed every time the circuit is switched on.

4.35 A series resistor must be used to limit the lamp current to the
correct value and the choke must be retained in order to provide the
voltage pulse to get the lamp started. Even so, starting may be
uncertain at mains voltages below 22OV. A thermal or specially
designed glow starter is required.

Figure 20
Filament ballast circuit using MCFB/U lamp
with internal conducting strip
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Figure 21
Variation with supply voltage of 65W lamp
characteristics on switch-start circuits with
above, lagging, bc{our, leading powerfactor

hjoo a-bcu

5. Effect of operating conditions

5.1 Effect of High or Low Mains Voltage
Figure 21 shows how 65W lamp characteristics change with
mains voltage, for a switch-start choke circuit with lagging power
factor. Curves for other lamp sizes of 4 ft. and over are similar. Over
the normal range of mains voltage variation the percentage change
in light output is about equal to the percentage change in mains
voltage. On circuits with a leading power-factor the variation in
light output is smaller.
lncreased mains voltage will reduce lamp life roughly in proportion
to the increase in lamp current. Reduction of mains voltage below
the nominal figure will not seriously affect life provided that the
lamp does not start "blinking" owing to the continual closing and
opening of the starter switch, an effect that may be accentuated by
low ambient temperature.
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Provided that the lamp has not reached the end of its useful life
there should be no difficulty in the lamp starting or remaining alight
at normal room temperatures when the mains voltage is between
*6% and 

-8o/o of the nominal figure. Outside these tolerances
lamp operation may become unstable either because the lamp
voltage is insufficient to maintain the arc, or because the starter
switch continually closes and opens. Starterless circuits enable the
lamp to remain alight under more severe voltage reduction than
switch-start circuits, although starting under these conditions
may be more difficult.
ln general, an increase of mains voltage produces a change of
colour of light towards the "cooler" or blue end of the spectrum,
and vice versa, but under ordinary conditions the variation of
colour is unlikely to be greater than the permissible variation of
colour between two lamps of the same nominal colour (2.35). The
colour differences may be particularly noticeable during the initial
warming-up period of the lamp.
A mains voltage higher than normal will increase the lamp watts;
the lamp voltage decreases and the lamp current increases, with
the result that the control gear is more heavily loaded and becomes
warmer.
Effect of Temperature
The light output of the lamp is dependent, among other things, on
the temperature of the coolest part of the lamp wall and not
directly on the ambient temperature. The output can therefore be
affected by any device which cools the lamp wall locally (2.14).
Lamps should give their nominal light output in still air at an
ambient temperature of 25oC (77"F). This corresponds to a lamp
wall temperature of 48oC (1 1 8'F) for high loaded lamps (1 6 watts
per ft. length approx.) and 42oC (107 "F) for low-loaded lamps (10
watts per ft. approx.). These conditions are likely to be obtained
with a single-lamp batten fitting. ln fittings where the lamp is not
cooled by ventilation or other means, or where two or more lamps
heat each other mutually, the lamp wall temperature may rise above
these values and will be higher in enclosed fittings than in batten
fittings. The approximdte relationship between temperature and
light output of some sizes of lamp is shown in Figure 22.

5.2

Figure 22
Approximate relationship between tube tem-
perature and light output of a 5 ft. tube. ln
most fittings tubes operate at between 40oC
and 60oC, but possibly at over 70oC in multi-
lamp fittings with restricted ventilation

Lamps start most easily at an ambient temperature of about 30oC
(86"F) and difficulty in starting should not be experienced at room
temperatures down to 5oC (41 'F). At temperatures lower than
5oC starting difficulties may be experienced unless a switch-start
circuit is used, or a lamp specially designed for low-temperature
operation. For temperatures below freezing a circuit with a series
capacitor giving a leading power-factor is recommended ; for these.
conditions, however, it is advised that the manufacturer be con-
sulted.
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Figure 23
Likely variation of light output of a fluorescent
lamp in an enclosed fitting for the first few
minutes after switching on. The lamp tempera-
ture probably rises slightly above the value
giving optimum light output

A switch-start circuit has no difficulty in re-starting an already hot
lamp, but at'high enough ambient temperature to give a lamp wall
temperature exceeding about 60oC (140'F) a starterless circuit
may have difficulty in re-starting the lamp. ln these conditions
silicone-coated lamps may be marginally preferred (4.19).
ln general, lamp life decreases as operating temperature increases,
and vice versa provided that the temperature is not low enough to
cause uncertain starting on a switch-start circuit.
An increase of lamp temperature has the same effect on lamp
colour as isobtained with an increase of mains voltage (5.1).
Continuous operation at high temperature will adversely affect
the lumen maintenance throughout life.

5.3 Effect of Humidity
Once the lamp is alight it is unaffected by a humid atmosphere or
by contamination by dirt, except that some of the light will be
absorbed by the dirt. lnsulation problems are no more pronounced
with lamps than with any other electrical equipment, and regular
cleaning should prevent any difficulty in this respect.
With switch-start circuits. atmospheric humidity and dirt on the
tube do not affect starting, but lamps in starterless circuits may not
start in humid conditions unless treated with a water-repellent
(silicone) coating or fitted with an earthed conducting stripe
(4.14 - 4.1 9). For very dirty atmospheric conditions a metal stripe
is preferred but even so, starting may be difficult if a very dirty
tube becomes damp.
Detergent or abrasive cleaning materials will adversely affect the
performance of siliconed tubes by stripping the coating from them.
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6. Cold cathode Lamps

6.1 Cold cathode fluorescent tubes work on exactly the same principle
for the production of light as hot cathode tubes, the essential
difference between the two types being that whereas the elec-
trodes of the MCF/U lamp consist of coiled or braided tungsten
wire which is coated and made hot, those of cold-cathode tubes
consist of plain, unheated and uncoated cylinders of nickel or iron.
With plain electrodes the cathode fall is comparatively high and
cold cathode tubes must therefore be made of considerable length
to obtain a luminous efficiency satisfactory for ordinary lighting
purposes. For a length of 9 ft. 6 ins. or 10 ft. a mercury filled lamp
in the running condition needs a voltage of the order of 700/1000
volts. The lamp current is of the order of 150 mA lor 25 mm. dia.
tubes and 120 mA for 20 mm. dia., with nominal tube wattages
of 87W, 80W and 67.5W. The rugged electrodes and low lamp
current result in their lasting a very long time, and the lamp has
a rated life not less than 15,000 hours.
A voltage up to some 2000V is required to start the lamp and is
provided by a leakage transformer, the output voltage of which falls
to lamp running voltage as soon as the lamp starts. Sometimes in
order to limit the voltage to earth, a three-tube fitting is powered
by two such transformers connected in tandem (Figure 24) with
the centre point of the secondaries earthed.

-J

Figure 24
Typical circuit diagram lor three cold cathode
lamps in series. The high-voltage transformers
have primaries in parallel and secondaries in
seriesAC

The phosphors used are similar to those for hot-cathode lamps
giving a near-white light. For a very warm colour of light (red and
gold) the tube may be filled with neon in place of mercury.
Cold cathode tubes start immediately they are switched on, even
in cold weather with severe voltage reduction, and their life is
unaffected by the frequency of switching. They may be dimmed
down to a very low value of light output by means of a D.C.
saturated choke or other recognised device.
The efficiency of a standard cold cathode tube is about two-thirds
that of the larger sizes of hot cathode lamps giving the same colour
of light. Against this may be set their very long life - which
could be of considerable importance when maintenance costs are
being considered, especially for inaccessible locations - and the
fact that the comparatively slim tubes can be bent during manu-
facture as may be required for cornices, for following the shape of
architectural features, etc.
Fuller information on cold cathode lamps in standard and non-
standard lengths and shapes, and the fittings to accommodate
them, may be obtained from the manufacturers.
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Figure 25
lmprovement in lamp performance

Appendix 1.

Progressive improvement of
fluorescent lamp performance
The first fluorescent lamp produced in this country in 1939 was the
5 ft. 80W lamp in Daylight colour, with B.C. caps. The defence require-
ments mentioned in section 2.12 precluded the active commercial
development of the lamp until some years later, but from 1945 onwards
the range of sizes and colours available has expanded remarkably, with
parallel improvements in both lamp efficiency and lamp life.
The first 80W Daylight lamp had a nominal life of 2000 hours. This was
subsequently increased to 3000, 5000 and now 7500 hours, and even
a life of 7500 hours is usually greatly exceeded in practice. Similarlv,
the first lamps had an average-through-life efficiency of 22 lumens per
watt; nowadays the 80W Daylight lamp has an efficiency of over
60 lumens per watt.
The diagram below indicates some of the stages in the progressive
improvement in lamp performance. The area under each curve represents
the total quantity of light delivered up to the end of nominal life; and
for comparison, that of a 10O-watt filament lamp is also shown. The
first fluorescent lamp cost 35/-; the present one (excluding purchase
tax) costs 10/6d (March 1967).
ln addition to the proliferation of lamp lengths, wattages and colours
since the early days, a further development has been the introduction
of circular fluorescent lamps (Appendix 3). ln these the tube is bent
into an almost complete circle, the gap being filled with ceramic or
plastic in which are set recessed cap pins for connection to a special
4-pin plug.
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Appendix 2.
Fluorescent lamp manufacture

ln the manufacture of fluorescent or any other lamps, it is essential that
the glass parts are perfectly clean internally, as any impurities, even in
minute quantity, may ruin the lamp performance. The plain glass tubes
are therefore washed in a cascade of hot purified water to remove any
dust or traces of packing material. The cleaned tubes are dried in an
oven and passed to the coating department. From this point onwards
the techniques adopted by different manufacturers vary, but in general
the procedure is as follows.

The phosphor, on which the efficiency and colour of light of the finished
lamps so much depend, must be produced or subsequently treated to
reduce it to the required particle size, and is heated under close control
since a small variation of either the temperature or duration of this
process has a disproportionately large effect on lamp performance.
The preparBd powder is then mixed with a suitable liquid to the con-
sistency of cream and kept agitated until required.
The tube coating process may be carried out in an area of controlled
temperature and humidity which can affect the proper adhesion of the
coating. The phosphorsuspension is passed through the tubes and then
drained away, leaving the required depth of coating adhering to the
inner surface. The coated tube then passes through another drying
oven, during the later stages of which air is blown through the tubes
to burn and remove any remaining traces of dried suspension liquid. The
tubes are then inspected for evenness of coating and accidental dis-
tortion of shape.
The manufacture of the electrode and glass assembly at each end of the
lamp is similar to that for filament lamps. The lead-in wires for one end
of the lamp are passed through a "foot tube" with a flange formed at one
end. An "exhaust tube" is also passed through. The plain end of the
foot tube is then heated and the sides are pinched together to grip the
other components and form an airtight seal. While still hot, air is forced
through the exhaust tube to blow a small hole through the side of the
pinch; it is through this hole and the exhaust tube that the lamp is
pumped out and filled. Where the lead-in wires pass through the pinch
they are made of copper-coated nickel-iron which has exactlythe same
coefficient of expansion as the glass, so that the seal remains airtight
at all temperatures. The assembly for the other end of the lamp is made
in the same way.
The cathodes, which are short sections of coiled or braided tungsten
wire, are clamped to the lead-in wires and dipped in a suspension of
alkaline earth oxides capable of emitting electrons freely when heated.
The aim is to obtain a thick coating adhering to the tungsten as well as
possible, but without any large solid masses of the material which
might cause trouble later. Great care is taken to avoid any of the
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Figure 26
A fully automatic lamp-making machine. The
coated tubes are fed in at the far end, and
the finished lamps delivered for test to the
'ageing tower' in the foreground.



solution being splashed or running on to any part other than the cathode
itself, where it would be liable to release gas which would ruin the per-
formance of the lamp after it was put in service.
Normally the pinch making, cathode mounting and coating processes are
carried out on one automatic machine with warning devices to call
attention to any malfunction, and interlocks to prevent components
passing to another stage after missing the previous one; but if only a
small number of one kind of lamp is required at a time, it may be more
economical to carry out at least some of the stages by hand.
The completed cathode assemblies, with additional anode wires or
plates for some of the higher-current types of lamps, are fused to the
ends of the lamp tube. The lamp is placed in an oven and pumped out
through the exhaust tube.
When a moderately hard vacuum has been obtained, the cathodes are
heated to drive off the gases while the pumping is continued. When a
sufficiently high vacuum is reached, the argon and mercury filling is
admitted and the exhaust tube is sealed off. The caps are then fitted
and the lamp is complete.
Before lamps are packed for despatch, the cathodes are again heated for
a minute or so to age them, and the lamp is then lighted for a some-
what longer period to stabilise its characteristics. Any lamp which fails
to work normally is automatically rejected; so also is any lamp which
fails to glow white at both ends when the normal cathode pre-heating
current is applied.
Circular fluorescent lamps are manufactured on broadly the same lines,
but there is no convenient method of applying an even phosphor coating
to the inside of a circular tube. Therefore the coating is applied to a
straight tube which is subsequently heated and bent to shape, but the
high temperature required for the bending precludes the use of some of
the phosphors suitable for straight lamps.

Photometric Testing
A statistically determined number of completed lamps is regularly with-
drawn for tests on colour, efficiency and life. ln the case of filament
lamps, efficiency and life tests can be carried out relatively quickly, for
the nominal life is only 1000 hours and this can be considerably shortened
by over-running them; the relation between normal and over-run lives
and efficiencies is known.
Fluorescent lamps, however, have very long lives and there is no way of
getting reliable results from accelerated tests. But the general shape of the
curve showing how light output decreases with time is well established
and if one finds out the light output (or efficiency) after the lamp has
been burning for a moderate time - say 2000 hours - it is possible to
forecast with a high degree of accuracy what it will be after some longer
period.
As the lamp performance at 2000 hours agrees closely with the average
performance throughout the economic life of the lamp, tests are generally
stopped at 2000 hours and the light output at that stage is called the
"lighting design lumens".
The technique of lamp manufacture is constantly being improved in
detail, but 2000 hours of testing represents about three months of con-
tinuous burning. Thus we have the situation that manufacturers know
all about the performance of lamps they produced three months ago,
but less about what they are producing now; naturally, it is better now,
but how much better will remain uncertain for some time.
Add to this time lag the time required to produce catalogues and other
technical data, and it is understandable that published light output f igures
for fluorescent lamps are always somewhat lower than those of current
lamps.
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Appendix 3.
Lamp data and charges for electricity

Lamp Data
Lighting
Design
Lumens
(Warm
White) Gaps

Nom.
Lamp
Watts

Nom.
Length

Nom. Approx.
Tube Total
Dia. Circuit
(ins ) Watts*

4
6
I
13
15

30
30
40
40
40(

6 ins.
9 ins.
12 ins.
21 ins.
18 ins.
18 ins.
2ft.
2ft.

5
I
e
8
5
6
5
6
1

1+
1+
1+

I
2
I
2
I
2
I
z

1

1+
't+
1+
1+
.l 3,a
1+

10
12
15
21

135
245
360
660
680
650
1 050
870

1750
1 700
1 550
2650
2240

31 00
4400
4850
5500
6400
5880(a)
8300

Miniature Bi-pin

t';:'n

Recessed
single-contact
t';:'n

Recessed
single-contact
Bi-pin

Bi-pin or B.C.
Bi-pin

Bi-pin or B.C.
or recessed
double-contact

15
20
20 (B)

50
65
80
85
85
120
125

B )

1

1

1

3 ft.
3 ft.
2tt.
4 ft.
4ft.

5 ft.
5 ft.
5 fr.
6 ft.
8 ft.
5ft.
8 ft.

401
40t
50t
115**

40
40
e5t
50
1151t

70
80
95
100
100
150
140

Circular Lamps

22
32
40

1t
1*
1+

31
41
50

8f ins. dia.
12 ins. dia.
16 ins. dia.

850
1 500
2150

4-pin

t<

t**
For switch-start circuits.
For two lamps in series on 200/25OV.
For two lamps in series with one ballast lamp on 240V.
lncluding ballast lamp.
Refers to MCFB lamp(s) for filament-ballast circuit.
Cool White (Daylight) colour.

tf
(B)
(a)

Lighting Design Lumens
For tubular fluorescent lamps the Lighting Design Lumens is the lamp
output at 2000 hours and is recommended as a guide to lighting
engineers when planning scheme layouts. The lamp manufacturer
should be consulted if it is required to know the output at any other
specific point in lamp life but as a rough guide the lumen output beyond
2000 hours decreases by 2o/o to 3% per 1000 hours use, according to the
colour and loading.
Lighting Design Lumens for Lamps other than Warm White
The approximate Lighting Desig
Warm White may be obtained by
relevant figure given in the Table
White
Daylight
Natural
Colour matching or Northlight
De luxe Warm White
Colour 32
Warmtone
oKolor-rite

Colour 34
De luxe Natural
Artificial Daylight

n Lumens for lamp colours other than
applying the following multiplier to the
above.
1.0
.95
.75
.65
.65
.65
.70
.65
.65
.55
.40

lf a precise figure of lumen output is required, the manufacturer of the
lamp in question should be consulted.
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Electricity Tariffs
Where the. supply of electricity is paid for by a fixed quarterly charge
based on the installed electrical load, plus a charge of so much-per unit
consumed, the fixed quarterly charge is seldom if ever calculated by
the Electricity Board on the nominal lamp watts.
lf the charge is based on watts load it is normally the total circuit watts,
not the lamp watts alone. ln many cases, however, in order to promote
the most economic use of the generating plant and distribution network,
the fixed charge is based on the volt-amps (VA) drawn from the mains,
and this will depend both on the circuit watts and the circuit power
factor.
For example, the circuit wattage of a 65W lamp is about 80 watts. lt may
be assumed that the power factor of the circuit has been improved to a
value of 0.85 by the inclusion of the normal power factor capacitor, in

which case the volt-amps. drawn from the mains are1ffi : 94 VA.
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Appendix 4.
Suppression of radio interference

Under certain conditions a fluorescent lamp generates radiations at radio
frequencies. Normally these will be absorbed by the radio interference
suppressor within the starter canister or included as part of the internal
wiring of the fitting, but if not, these frequencies may interfere with
broadcast reception especially on the medium waveband.
The interference may be directly radiated by the lamp and picked up by
the aerial, or it may be passed into the mains to be radiated or carried
into the receiver. A portable battery set is usually helpful in determining
whether interference is radiated from the lamp or is mains borne.
lf interference is experienced:-
a) Ensure that lampholders are making good contact.
b) Remove the lamp, rotate through 1 80o and replace, or turn the lamp

end for end. (This is usually only a temporary cure).

c) lf the lamp is approaching the end of its life, change it.
lf (a) and (b) are ineffective and (c) does not apply, interference by

radiation from the lamp can be greatly reduced or eliminated by:-
d) Moving the set and its aerial lead as far from the lamp as practical.

e) Using a screened aerial lead with screen earthed.

f) ln extreme cases only, surround the lamp with an earthed screen of
fine gauge wire mesh not touching the lamp.

For slight mains-borne interference a 0'01 rrF capacitor (400V working)
connected across the tube may be effective. lf not, a filter network as
shown in Figure 29 can be used within or very close to the fitting.
Adequate suppression may be obtained without using the radio
frequency chokes.
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The above general comments apply also to T.V. interference with an
internal aerial, except that the filter capacitors should be replaced by
three of 470 picofarad rating. With an external aerial the co-axial
screened down-lead is generally sufficient protection and interference is
seldom experienced.

Figure 29
Filter network for eliminating mains-borne
radio interference. lt should be within or close
to the lighting fitting. The R.F. chokes may not
be necessary if the interference is slight

R.E
chokes ilF E.g

TL
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Appendix 5.
Colour filters in photography

Broadly, colour films for photography are balanced to give a true repre-
sentation of colours when the illuminant used is either natural daylight
on the one hand, or some form of filament lighting on the other, with
or without the use of a colour filter over the lens. Even inexperienced
photographers do not normally have much difficulty in obtaining satis-
factory results under these kinds of light.
With fluorescent lamps, however, the relative strength of radiation at
various wavelengths in the visible and near ultra-violet part of the
spectrum is different from that of the above illuminants, and they there-
fore affect colour film differently. This can be countered by the use of
lens filters.
Since photographic manufacturers' data relating to British fluorescent
lamps appear to be meagre, the following table based on experiments
is offered in the expectation that the filters quoted will generally give
satisfactory results when used with Ektachrome high-speed type B film
for transparencies.
Alongside each lamp colour is shown the colour correcting filter or
filters found to be necessary to produce slides with reasonable colour
appearance, particularly with regard to white areas in the scene. Also
shown is the recommended exposure increase necessitated by the loss
of filtered light.

Fluorescent Lamp Filter needed Exposure lncrease
White 20R+10M $ stop
WarmWhite 20R+10M ? ,,
Daylight 85{'+10M 1 ,,
Natural 1OR + ,,oKofor-rite 10R + ,,
Colour 34 10 R + ,,

Colour matching or Northlight 85'r' A ,,
Artificial Daylight 85* 3 ,,
De luxe Natural 10 C + ,,
Colour 32 30 C ? ,,
Warmtone 10M + ,,
De luxe Warm White None

The lamps should be allowed time to warm up as this alters their colour
appearance. Exposure times shorter than 1/50 second should be avoided
because of the fluctuating output from these sources. lf exposure times
in excess.of 5 seconds are necessary the reciprocity characteristics of
this film will slightly decrease the blue-green (cyan) response, though
this film suffers less in this way than most others.

* Wratten lilter
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Appendix 6.
Symptoms of faults

1. Towards the end of its useful life the lamp will become blackened
for up to about 2 inches from both ends. This is due to the evaporation
of the electrode material, and cannot be prevented.
2. With a new lamp, a swirling effect as if the arc were spiralling within
the tube can sometimes be seen. The swirling should disappear after a
short while, and this is usually helped by switching the lamp on and off
a few times. lf the effect persists, it could be caused by material ejected
from an electrode due to too rapid starting of the lamp, e.g. by a starter
switch not allowing sufficient time for pre-heating of the electrodes.
3. Faults in the lamp or circuit can often be diagnosed by observing the
lamp's behaviour, thus :-
Symptom Probable cause

a) Lamp appears completely dead. No mains volts. Faulty or inappro-
priate starter. Break in circuit;
suspect blown fuse inside fitting,
or (switch-start) broken lamp
electrode or faulty lampholder
contact.

b) Lamp glows continuously at
both ends but makes no effort
to start.

(Switch-start). Faulty starter. lf
end glow is red, not white, lamp
has passed useful life.
(Starterless). lneffective earth
connection to fitting or to metal
stripe on lamp. Wrong type of
lamp for the conditions (see
paras. 4.16/19/25).

c) Lamp glows at one end when
trying unsuccessfully to start.

(Switch-start). Lampholder con-
nections at dead end of lamp
short-circuited.
(Starterless). Broken lamp elec-
trode or disconnection to dead
end of lamp.

d) Lampappears normal but makes
repeated unsuccessful efforts
to start.

Faulty starter. Very low mains
voltage. Very old lamp.
(Twin Tube). Lampholder con-
nections crossed.

e) Lamp lights normally for a few
seconds, then goes out, and
repeats.

Faulty starter or very old lamp.
Very low mains voltage.

f) As above but extinguishing Very old lamp.
with a shimmering effect.

g) Lamp lights up at half bright- Very old lamp.
ness, with obvious flicker.

h) (Series circuit). One lamp too
bright, other lamp unlighted.

Faulty or inappropriate starter for
unlighted lamp.

With a starterless circuit it will normally do the circuit no harm to leave a
faulty lamp in place, but with a switch-start circuit a faulty lamp left for
a long period before being replaced may cause the control gear to over-
heat and/or the starter switch to fail. This may be avoided by using
cut-out starters.
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Figure 30
The C.l.E. Chromaticity Diagram

Appendix 7.
Specification of lamp colour

The internationally recognised method of denoting the apparent colour
of a light is to quote its x, y, co-ordinates on the C.l.E.* Chromaticity
Diagram (Figure 30). When printed in full colour, this diagram shows
all possible colours of light, with the pure colours round the edge and
the mixed colours paling to the whites near the centre. On this diagram
can be drawn the "Black Body Locus', the colour of light emitted by a
black body (A1. 14) at various temperatures. The x, y, co-ordinates of
most fluorescent lamps lie close to this line.
ln this country the common means of denoting the colour rendering
property of the lamp (2.34) is to express the percentage luminance of
the lamp in each of eight wavelength bands together covering the visible
spectrum - in other words, to express how many lumens of yellow light,
blue light, etc. there are in each 100 lumens of total light emitted by

the lamp. This gives a clue to how strongly coloured surfaces will appear
under the light, especially if the percentage luminance in each band is
compared with that of some familiar light source such as north sky
daylight or a tungsten filament lamp (last two columns in Table).
B.S. 1853 specifies, for some lamps, the maximum percentage luminance
in some wavelength bands and the minimum in others. For the purposes
of this booklet, however, it is probably more useful to give nominal
figures quoted by the manufacturer.
ln the Table on page 36 the x, y, co-ordinates are those of "high-
loaded" lamps, i.e. lamps such as 80W with a comparatively high
wattage per foot of length. Low-loaded lamps generally have a slightly
"warmer" appearance.
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Colour
matching

or
Northlight Daylight Natural

Warm
White White

Colour Colour
32 34

North 200W
Sky Filament

De luxe Daylight Lamp
Natural (6500oK) (2800 oK)

De luxe
Warm
White

Warm-
tone

oKolor-

rite

Nominal
Chromaticity
Co-ordinates

x

v

.313

.328

.365

.373
'375
.360

.405 .436

.404
'445
.400

.452

'412

.436

.406

.382

.374
.368

.369

.380

.355

.313

.323
.452
.404.391

C.l.E.Band

1 Far Violet

2 Violet
3 Blue

4 Blue-green

5 Green

6 Yellow
7 Light Red

8 Dark Red

Wavelength
(nm)
380 -420 -017

420 -440 '44
440 -460 .65

460 - 510 9.6

510 - 560 45.2

560 - 610 33.6

610 - 660 9'7

660 -760 .68

Percentage luminance in spectral bands

.013

'32
.35

5'0
38.1

48.4

7.7
.17

.013

.37

.37

5'9

39.0

41.8

1 1.9
.67

'009
.26

.2',1

3'0
34.1

53.6

8.7
.18

.008

'25
.14

2.1

31.6

55.8

9.9
.20

.007

.33

.o7

1.6

35.9

45'9
15.4

.82

.005

.23

.05

1'25
34.7

50.4

12.9

'62

.003

.15

.22

4.48

33.9

44.1

16.2
.93

.009

.37

.30

6.01

39.0

40.0

13.5
.77

.011

.33

.35

6.6

41.7

37.9

12.4

'77

.012

.37

.37

5.9

40'3
36.5

15.2

1.30

.03

.24

.82

11.3

41'4
35'3
10.1

.80

.006

.05

.19

4.72

32.6

43.7

't7.1

1'68
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Figure 31
Light output of a 65W. White lamp against
time, assuming that the lamp is cleaned every
2,500 hours.

Figure 32
Approximate survivor curve for lamps burning
for 10 hours per start. (See also Figure 8)

Appendix 8.
Economic life of lamps

Whatever the actual physical life to the point of failure of a lamp may be,
its economic life ends at the point where, due to its progressively falling
light output, the cost of electricity consumed to give a certain quantity of
light begins to exceed the average cost of light produced up to that time
(i.e. including cost of both lamp and electricity), Beyond that point,
cheaper light is obtained by renewing the lamp.
Figure 7 shows light output plotted against burning hours for a White
65W lamp with a nominal life of 7500 hours. lts economic life depends
very much on the conditions of use. For example, it can be shown that
with electricity at2$d. per unit, which is about average (including fixed
charges) for many classes of consumer, the economic life of such a lamp
working in a perfectly clean atmosphere would be in the region of 8500
hours; on the other hand, if the atmospheric conditions were such that
dirt accounted for a 20% loss of potential light after each 2500 hours,
and it was then cleaned, the economic life would be about 6500 hours.
Both these conclusions assume a single-lamp installation and no labour
charge for lamp replacement. On this basis it would be wise under
ordinary conditions to replace the lamp at about its nominal life of 7500
hours, or perhaps a little earlier as might be convenient to correspond
with a cleaning period (Figure 31).

With a multi-lamp installation, however, labour charges cannot be
ignored for they certainly amount to several shillings and may amount
to as much as f 1, or even more, for the replacement of a single lamp at a
time. Economy becomes a matter not only of getting the best value out
of the lamps, but also of saving avoidable labour costs; and the best way
of economising on labour is to arrange for a large number of lamps to be
renewed at once, rather than having it done one at a time as they fail.
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The general shape of the "survivor curve" for fluorescent lamps is shown
(Figure 32). This indicates what percentage of lamps can be expected
to be still working after a given period of use (based on 10 hoursof
use perstart). (See also Figure 8).
It would obviously be uneconomic in lamps to replace all of them before
any had failed, for one would then be discarding a large potential amount
of light. Equally it would be uneconomic in labour to delay group
replacement until, say, half of the lamps had failed, for this would mean
that the other half would have had to be replaced the expensive way,
individually. Somewhere between these extremes will be the optimum
point for replacement, just where it comes being dependent mainly on
the relative labour cost per lamp of individual and group replacement.
As a guide, the most economic time for group replacement is usually
found to be after about 1Oo/o ol lamps have failed and been replaced
individually. This may correspond to lamps being kept in service for
about 75o/o - 9Oo/o of their nominal lives, depending on the frequency of
switching.
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I ndex

Actinic lamp 3.4
Anode plates 1.1
Argon 2.1 0
Ballast, capacitive 2.20, 4.22-25, 5.2
Ballast, resistor 2.2O, 4.30-35
Barium oxide 2.9
Black lamp 3.5
Cathode lall 2.3
Circuits 4.3

-D.C. 4.34/35

-dimming 4.29

-filament 
ballast 4.33

-H.F. operation 4.28

-lead-lag 2.22,4.23

-resistor 
ballast 2.20, 4.30-35

-semi-resonant 
4.3, 4.25

-series 
4.1 0

-starterless 
4.3, 4.12/13

-switch 
start 4.3-1 1

-transistor 
4.27

-twin-lamp 2.22,4.23
Classification of lamps 1.2
Cleaning 5.3
Colour 2.32-35,5.1 /2
Colour rendering 2.32 / 34-37
Control gear for I ft. lamp 4.24
Cooling bar, dome 2.14
Current density 2.7
Current in lamp 2.25
Cyclic variation of light 2.19
Earth connection 4.17/18, 4.31
Eff iciency/colour relationship 2.32-34
Electrical loading perft. 2.13, 2.15
Electrodes 2.5, 2.9/10, 2.17, 4.2
Electron-emitting material 2.5, 2.9
Electrophoresis 4.34
Flicker 2.1 1, 2.19, 2.20, 2.22/23, 4.22
Frequency of switching 2.26/27
Germicidal lamp 3.2
Group replacement 2.30
Harmonics 2.20, 4.26
Humidity 4.14/15,5.3
lnstant start 4.1 2
lnternal reflector 1.2, 2.31
lonisation 2.9, 4.17
Length of lube 2.4
Life of lamp 2.24-30, 4.11, 4.23, 4.32/33
Light output-decrease with time 2.24125
Lighting design lumens 2.24
Low frequency 2.20
MCF, etc. 1.2
Metal stripe 1.2, 4.16/17, 4.19
Neutral conductor 4.26
Phosphorescence 2.19
Power-factor 4.1 , 4.23
Ouickstart 4.1 2
Radio interference suppressor 4.7, 4.9, 4,12
Rectification 2.20
Reflectorised lamp 2.31
Silicone coating 1.2, 4.16-19
Starter-glow 4.5, 4.10, 4.11, 4.24

-holder 
4.7-9

-thermal 
4.8-1 1

Stroboscopic etlect 2.21 122
Sunlamp 3.3
Switching - see Frequency
Temperature of lamp 2.6, 2.13-15, 2.20,5.2
Temperature of room 4.14, 4.19,5.2
Twin-lamp - see Circuits
Ultra-violet 2.6/7, 2.38
Vapour pressure 2.6/7, 2.13/14
Voltage of electrodes 2.9, 2.18
Voltage of lamp 2.4/5, 4.15/16
Voltage of mains 2.20,5.1
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The British Lighting Council is supported
by the organizations listed below.B.L.C. lnformation Service

The provision of information is an important part of the
B.L.C, services.

Do you ever need to know:-
What regulations or codes of practice or recommendations apply
to the lighting of this or that location ?

Who makes such-and-such a type of fitting ?

What are the appropriate British Standards for lamps or chokes or
other pieces of lighting equipment?

What are the latest and best examples of lighting for drawing
offices, hospital wards, school classrooms, flyovers. etc. etc. ?

This is the kind of information that the British Lighting Council is
dealing with day by day. lf you are in doubt about any lighting
matter, why not consult it? lt costs nothing to do so. Call, write
or telephone your nearest BLC olfice (listed below)

Regional Offices of the British Lighting Council
16/18 Lancaster Place. Strand, London WC2;01 -836 7337
1 15 Portland Street, Manchester 1 ; Central 0258
14 Woodland Terrace, Glasgow C3; Douglas 4700

The Electricity Council
Central Electricity Generating Board - London Electricity
Board - South Eastern Electricity Board - Southern Electricity
Board - South Western Electricity Board - Eastern Electricity
Board - East Midlands Electricity Board - Midlands Electricity
Board - South Wales Electricity Board - Merseyside and Nonh
Wales Electricity Board - Yorkshire Electricity Board - North
Eastern Electricity Board - North Western Electricity Board
and also
South of Scotland Electricity Board - North of Scotland Hydro-
Electric Board - Belfast Corporation Electricity Department-
Londondeny Corporation Electricity Department - Electricity
Board for Northern lreland.

The Electric Lamp Industry Council
A.E.l. Lamp and Lighting Co. Ltd.-Atlas Lighting
Electric Lamps Ltd. - Crompton Parkinson Ltd.
Ltd. - Ekco Ensign Electric Ltd. - Osram (G.
Philips Electrical Ltd. - Pope's Electric Lamp Co.
Lamp Co. Ltd.

Ltd. - British

- Cryselco
E.C.) Lrd. -Ltd. - Stella

Electric light Fittings Association Ltd (Market Develop-
ment Group)
A.E.l. Lamp and Lighting Co. Ltd. - Allom Heffer and Co. Ltd. -Anow Plastics Ltd. - Atlas Lighting Ltd. - The Benjamin
Electric Ltd. - C. M. Churchouse Ltd. - Conelight Ltd. -Courtney, Pope (Electrical) Ltd. - R. and A. G. Crossland Ltd. -Cryselco Ltd. - Decorative Lighting Manufacturers' Association
Ltd. - Delmatic Ltd. - Dernier and Hamlyn Ltd. - D. R. lllum-
inations Ltd. - Ekco Ensign Electric Ltd. - Elco Plastics Ltd. -Falks Ltd. - H. W. Field and Son Ltd. - Hailwood and Ackroyd
Ltd. - Holophane Ltd. - Hume, Atkins and Co. Ltd. -- lniluctive
Appliances (1963) Ltd. - lsora lntegrated Ceilings Ltd.-
Linolite Ltd. - Lumitron (Grampian Lighting) Ltd. - Wm.
McGeoch and Co. (Birmingham) Ltd. - Merchant Adventurers
of London Ltd. - Osram (G.E.C.) Ltd. - W. J. Pany and Co.
(Nottingham) Ltd. - Philips Electrical Ltd. - Plus Lighting Ltd. -Relite Electric Ltd. - Rotatlex (Great Britain) Ltd. - Rowlands
Electrical Accessories Ltd. - Simplex Electric Co. Ltd. - Fred-
erick Thomas and Co. Ltd. - F. W. Thorpe Ltd. - Troughton
and Young (Lighting) Ltd. - Walsall Conduits Ltd.

The Electrical Contractors' Association

Published by the British Lighting Council
1G-18 Lancaster Place, Strand, London, W.C.2,
Telephone : 01-8i16 7337
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